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ABSTRACT

As a key element in the Science Demilitarized Zone (Science DMZ)

framework, perfSONAR is a crucial tool for monitoring and trou-

bleshooting network performance. This paper presents a system that

leverages the �exibility and granularity of P4 programmable data

planes to enhance perfSONAR measurements. P4 is a programming

language used to de�ne how network packets are processed in the

data plane. The proposed system employs a P4 programmable data

plane that operates passively on real tra�c. This approach ensures

real-time per-�ow monitoring and detailed insights, assisting ad-

ministrators in understanding network tra�c patterns. Moreover,

the system detects microbursts and seamlessly integrates with a

regular perfSONAR node. Experimental evaluations show that the

proposed system provides full visibility of the real tra�c, reports

problems undetectable by perfSONAR, and noti�es administrators

if an observed low performance is caused by the endpoints of the

connection (i.e., the network is not the bottleneck).

KEYWORDS
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1 INTRODUCTION

In an era where scienti�c and engineering endeavors are generating

unprecedented volumes of data, e�cient and reliable network infras-

tructure has become paramount. From the expansive data produced

by cutting-edge facilities such as the Large Hadron Collider [1] to

the intricate genetic insights derived from portable DNA sequencers

[2], the need for seamless data transfer across networks is more

pronounced than ever. While conventional enterprise networks can

handle operational data, they face signi�cant challenges when deal-

ing with the in�ux of terabyte and petabyte-scale data generated by

these scienti�c instruments.

In response to these challenges, the Science DMZ has emerged [3].

Aimed to facilitate large data transfers, the Science DMZ provides a

dedicated network segment, designed explicitly for the high-speed

transmission of substantial scienti�c data. At its core, the Science

DMZ is supported by four key pillars: specialized data transfer nodes

This work was supported by the U.S. National Science Foundation, O�ce of Advanced
Cyberinfrastructure, Award #2118311.

(DTNs) used for high-rate data movement, high-throughput paths

characterized by frictionless data �ow, performance measurement

mechanisms for real-time network assessment, and security proto-

cols optimized for the unique demands of high-performance scien-

ti�c environments.

While Science DMZs play an essential role in tackling data trans-

fers, a critical dimension consists of advanced monitoring and ana-

lytical capabilities to visualize and troubleshoot performance issues.

At the core of the Science DMZ, perfSONAR [4] emerges as the

tool to e�ectively implement and execute the crucial tasks of moni-

toring network performance and troubleshooting. Developed by a

collaborative e�ort among research and education institutions, perf-

SONAR o�ers a comprehensive framework for measuring, analyzing,

and diagnosing network issues. It enables network administrators,

researchers, and operators to gain valuable insights into network

performance, ensuring the e�cient and reliable operation of their in-

frastructure. Although perfSONAR is a key tool used to diagnose and

troubleshoot network issues, it presents shortcomings such as time

accuracy, packet level analysis, and custom network measurements.

This paper proposes a system that enhances perfSONARmeasure-

ments by integrating passive P4 programmable data planes. P4 is a

programming language that de�nes how network devices process

network data packets [5]. It enables the customization of data plane

behavior, allowing network operators to specify how packets are

parsed, processed, and forwarded, providing high �exibility and

programmability in network operations.

The system operates passively on a copy of the real tra�c di-

rected to a P4 programmable data plane. This approach minimizes

network interference and latency while o�ering real-time perfor-

mance insights, making it particularly well-suited for critical and

high-performance networks. With this approach, the system imple-

ments per-�ow monitoring and provides detailed reports for active

�ows. The reports include individual �ow throughput, round-trip

time (RTT), packet loss, queue occupancy, and more. This granular-

ity helps network administrators �ne-tune network con�gurations

and in troubleshooting problems.

Furthermore, the proposed system introduces microburst detec-

tion, a metric critical for network stability. Microbursts are rapid

packet in�uxes that can impair network performance. The system’s

nanosecond-level reporting of microbursts empowers administra-

tors to pinpoint and address performance bottlenecks. Besides, the

system seamlessly integrates with perfSONAR, aligning with the
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pSCon�g command and the default archiver for streamlined report-

ing and data storage. Administrators can adjust reporting rates and

set alert thresholds, enhancing coordination between the system and

perfSONAR. These functionalities are implemented as an extension

of the pSCon�g command.

1.1 Contributions

This paper leverages the �exibility of P4 programmable data planes

to enhance the network measurements produced by a perfSONAR

node. The main contributions of this paper can be framed as follows:

• Enhancing monitoring without actively engaging with the

network. Passive P4 programmable data planes operate over

a copy of the network tra�c, minimizing interference with

regular network operations.

• Introducing real-time performance reporting and per-�ow

detailed statistics. The system enhances perfSONAR’s moni-

toring abilities on a per-packet basis to improve visibility and

accurate network analysis.

• Detecting and reporting microbursts. The system o�ers the

capability to pinpoint and address issues arising from mi-

crobursts, a challenge often overlooked by conventional mon-

itoring tools.

• Seamless integration with perfSONAR. The system incorpo-

rates pSCon�g model-based con�guration and utilizes the

perfSONAR archiver for data storage, facilitating control over

reporting rates and alert thresholds throughout a perfSONAR

node.

1.2 Paper Organization

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background

on Science DMZ, perfSONAR, and P4 programmable data planes.

Section 3 describes the proposed system. Section 4 describes the

implementation of the system. Section 5 illustrates the performed

experiments and use cases. Section 6 presents the related works.

Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Science DMZ

The Science DMZ is a network architecture speci�cally designed to

address the unique data transfer and performance requirements of

large-scale scienti�c research and data-intensive applications [5]. It

emerged as a response to the escalating demand for e�cient and

high-speed data transfer capabilities within research institutions

and facilities, where conventional network infrastructures present

limitations to accommodate the massive volumes of data generated

by modern scienti�c experiments and simulations.

Typically, enterprise networks are optimized for general-purpose

data communication. However, they are inadequate for the seam-

less and rapid transmission of vast datasets inherent to scienti�c

endeavors. The need for specialized infrastructure to accommodate

the data challenges of scienti�c research led to the development of

the Science DMZ framework.

The Science DMZ architecture is characterized by the following

elements [6]:

Lab
Enterprise 

Network

Enterprise 

Network
WANWAN

Science DMZ

Supercomputer

perfSONAR

Storage device

Offline security 
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Figure 1: A Science DMZ co-located with an enterprise net-

work.

• Dedicated, high-Performance Data Transfer Nodes (DTNs):

Science DMZs include specialized DTNs optimized for high-

speed data movement. These nodes are equipped with hard-

ware and software con�gurations that enable e�cient and

rapid data transfer across Wide Area Networks (WANs).

• High-Throughput, friction-free Paths: Science DMZs estab-

lish dedicated, high-throughput network paths that minimize

bottlenecks and ensure friction-free data movement between

endpoints, including instruments, storage systems, and com-

puting resources.

• Performance Monitoring and Measurement devices: Compre-

hensive performance monitoring and measurement mecha-

nisms are integral to Science DMZs. These tools continuously

assess network metrics such as bandwidth, latency, jitter, and

packet loss to optimize data transfer and troubleshoot poten-

tial issues.

• Specialized Security Policies: Science DMZs implement se-

curity policies and con�gurations optimized for scienti�c

applications while facilitating data movement.

Fig, 1 illustrates a basic architecture of a Science DMZ co-located

with an enterprise network. Notice the absence of a �rewall or any

stateful inline security appliance in the friction-free path. As data

sets traverse from the WAN to a DTN, they can either be locally

stored within the DTN or written in a storage device. DTNs have a

dual-homed con�guration featuring a secondary interface linked to

the storage device. This strategy enables the DTN to concurrently

receive data from the WAN and transfer it to the storage device,

avoiding redundant copying. Within the Science DMZ, users in an

internal laboratory can have friction-free access to the data residing

on the storage device, experiencing uninterrupted availability. In

contrast, users located in a laboratory within the enterprise network,

protected by a �rewall, experience reasonable performance when

accessing stored data within the Science DMZ. This di�erentiation

results from the reduced latency between the Science DMZ and en-

terprise users, which diminishes the performance impact caused by
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Figure 2: perfSONAR architecture [4].

retransmissions resulting from security appliances. Unlike the grad-

ual recovery observed in high-latency WAN situations, transport

protocols facilitate applications to recover from packet losses when

operating under low-latency conditions [3]. The main challenge lies

in providing long-distance data transfers with a friction-free service.

2.2 perfSONAR

PerfSONAR is a monitoring framework designed to measure the

performance of network infrastructures. It plays a crucial role in

enhancing network operations, troubleshooting issues, and optimiz-

ing data transfer. Developed through collaborative e�orts within

the research and education community, perfSONAR addresses the

challenges posed by the ever-increasing demand for high-speed and

reliable data transfer across distributed networks. The rapid growth

of data-intensive applications, such as scienti�c research, requires

e�cient and dependable network connectivity. Traditional moni-

toring tools often are limited in providing accurate and real-time

insights into network performance. PerfSONAR emerged as a re-

sponse to the need for a comprehensive and standardized solution

to measure, diagnose, and enhance network operations in research,

education, and scienti�c environments.

Fig. 2 shows the components of perfSONAR architecture. Perf-

SONAR comprises a modular architecture integrating open-source

tools (e.g., iperf3, ping, traceroute) and perfSONAR-speci�c modules

(e.g., pScheduler, pSCon�g, MaDDash, and others). The implementa-

tion of perfSONAR consists of distributed software agents deployed

across network nodes. These nodes collaborate to collect, analyze,

and report network performancemetrics. The framework is designed

to be vendor-neutral and adaptable to di�erent network environ-

ments, making it suitable for a wide range of applications. These

perfSONAR nodes can coordinate measurement tests using standard

protocols to gather performance data, such as throughput, latency,

packet loss, and jitter. The collected data is aggregated and presented

in a user-friendly format.

Network administrators can con�gure perfSONAR nodes to mea-

sure and monitor network performance continuously. These nodes

exchange measurement data to provide insights into various aspects

of network behavior, such as congestion, latency variation, and link

utilization. Administrators can access the collected data through

web-based interfaces, enabling them to make informed decisions to

optimize network performance.

2.3 P4 programmable data planes

P4 is a programming language that de�nes how network devices

process network data packets. It enables the customization of data

plane behavior, allowing network operators to specify how packets

are parsed, processed, and forwarded, providing high �exibility and

programmability in network operations.

Traditional network devices operate on �xed, proprietary hard-

ware and software architectures, which limits the type of processing

that can be performed by a switch or router. The surge in diverse

applications, from cloud computing to IoT, demanded a network

infrastructure that can dynamically adapt and scale. P4 emerged in

response to this demand, enabling the creation of programmable

data planes that can be tailored to the unique needs of various use

cases [5, 7–9].

Network devices equipped with P4-compatible hardware can be

programmed to implement speci�c packet processing functions. P4

language, a high-level programming language, is used to de�ne

packet parsing, processing, and forwarding instructions. These in-

structions are compiled into target-speci�c con�gurations that are

loaded onto the programmable devices.

When deployed, P4 programmable data planes execute the custom-

de�ned packet processing rules. This enables the network to dynami-

cally adapt to changing tra�c patterns, optimize resource utilization,

and enhance overall performance. P4 enables the implementation of

innovative algorithms and protocols, making it possible to support

new applications and services seamlessly.

Although the latest version of perfSONAR (version 5) aggregates

the tests into a single value, the authors are aware that perfSONAR

can be as granular as the tool it uses (e.g., iPerf, ping). The latest

perfSONAR processes the measurements collected by the Tools layer

using Logstash [4]. By default, Logstash is programmed to aggre-

gate the result of a perfSONAR test. For throughput tests, Logstash

only reports the average value. For RTT tests, Logstash reports the

minimum, the maximum, and the mean RTT. Because the default

con�guration does not re�ect the maximum granularity supported

by perfSONAR, Logstash’s �lters can be adjusted. However, this mi-

nor granularity addition only applies to the performed active tests

and does not allow perfSONAR to have per-�ow visibility. Having

per-�ow visibility is one of the main goals that perfSONAR is aiming

to achieve which cannot be done without operating passively on

the real tra�c [10].

3 PROPOSED SYSTEM

3.1 Overview

The proposed system utilizes a P4 programmable switch to passively

monitor live tra�c. The system is depicted in Fig. 3. A legacy switch

(core switch) connects the Science DMZ to the Internet. A TAP

duplicates the tra�c arriving at and departing from the legacy switch

to the programmable switch.

The data plane of the programmable switch collects per-�ow

measurements where �ows are characterized by their 5-tuple (source

IP, destination IP, source port, destination port, and protocol). The

collected measurements are extracted by the switch’s control plane

for additional processing before being reported to a perfSONAR

archiver. The rate ofmeasurement extraction by the control plane is a

variable that a perfSONAR node can con�gure. The proposed system
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Figure 3: Proposed system overview.

also allows the administrator to de�ne an alerting threshold for each

monitored metric. If the threshold is exceeded, the switch alerts the

administrator and increases the rate of measurement collection in

order to get higher visibility. The number of reports per second, the

alerting threshold, and the increase in the reporting rate when the

threshold is exceeded are all customizable and can be con�gured

from the con�guration layer of the perfSONAR node(i.e., using

pSCon�g).

3.2 Architecture

As depicted in Fig. 4, the proposed system has four main compo-

nents. The �rst component is the data plane of the programmable

switch. The data plane is responsible for monitoring the tra�c. The

second component is the control plane of the switch. The control

plane is responsible for extracting and processing the measurements

from the data plane before sending them to the perfSONAR archiver,

which represents the third component in the proposed system. Be-

sides storing the collected data, the archiver allows the real-time

visualization of the metrics extracted from the data plane. The last

component is the con�guration daemon. The daemon runs on a perf-

SONAR node and con�gures the control plane of the programmable

switch.

As indicated by Fig. 5(a), the con�guration layer of perfSONAR is

responsible for con�guring the time intervals during run time. The

four time intervals, C# , C% , C' , and C& , represent the rate at which the

control plane extracts the number of bytes, packet losses, RTT, and

queue occupancy measurements, respectively from the data plane.

This layer can also con�gure alerting thresholds (0# , 0% , 0' , and

0& ) for the four metrics. If one of the alerting thresholds is exceeded,

the control plane noti�es the administrator and increases the rate

of collection to a value de�ned by the administrator.

The interaction between the data plane and the control plane

is shown in Fig. 5(b). The data plane receives packets from n dif-

ferent �ows representing the real tra�c. For each of the n �ows,

the data plane continuously monitors four metrics: the number of

bytes, the round-trip time (RTT), the retransmission count (packet

loss), and the queuing delay (queue occupancy). The control plane

utilizes the APIs provided by the switch manufacturer to access

the measurements maintained by the data plane at run-time. The

control plane extracts and reports the measurements of all the �ows

simultaneously, as shown in Fig. 5(c).

Data storage and 

visualization

: Processed report

Configuration 
Data collection and 

processing

Data Plane

Control Plane

: Report: New configuration

Figure 4: Proposed system architecture.

3.3 Features

3.3.1 Passive Measurement. Unlike active measurement, passive

measurement does not add overhead or consume network resources.

Through tapping, the programmable switch operates on a copy of

the actual network tra�c. The switch does not actively participate

in the network, and consequently, there is no risk of increasing net-

work latency, bottlenecks, or a�ecting the overall performance. This

makes passive monitoring suitable for critical and high-performance

networks where minimal interference is crucial [11].

3.3.2 Per-flow Monitoring. The proposed system signi�cantly en-

hances the monitoring capabilities of perfSONAR. Typically, perf-

SONAR runs periodic active measurements to monitor the network.

This provides a periodic estimation of the state of the network (e.g.,

available bandwidth); however, it lacks the ability to report the

performance of the real tra�c. The proposed system enhances the

visibility of perfSONAR by reporting the network performance in

real-time. Besides, the system provides per-�ow detailed reports.

The data plane updates the statistics of each �ow on a per-packet

basis. The statistics are continuously updated and maintained by

dedicated stateful registers. Because providing a per-packet report

overwhelms the data collector (i.e., perfSONAR archiver), the ad-

ministrator has the �exibility to con�gure the reporting interval,

which can be in the order of milliseconds.

The proposed system also provides a detailed report for each

terminated long �ow. The report uses the nanosecond granularity

of the switch to provide the �ow’s start and end times. The report

also includes the total number of packets sent, the total number of

bytes, the average throughput, and the number and percentage of

retransmissions. This report helps administrators understand the

type of tra�c they are interacting with and consequently helps them

tune their network.

3.3.3 Microburst Detection. In addition to enhancing the visibility

of perfSONAR, the proposed system reports microbursts, a metric

not supported by any tool used by perfSONAR. Microbursts occur

when a massive amount of packets arrives in a very short dura-

tion. The duration of a microburst can be lower than a hundred

microseconds [12], making it undetectable without per-packet visi-

bility [13]. Yet, microbursts can signi�cantly reduce the performance

of networks. The burst of packets �lls a router’s bu�er, increasing

the �ows’ RTT. If the burst is big enough, it might bloat the bu�er,

leading the router to drop all the packets arriving during the burst.

Because of the nature of some TCP congestion control algorithms,

packet losses can lead to signi�cant performance degradation. The
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Figure 5: The interaction between the di�erent components of the proposed system.

proposed system is able to report the starting time and the dura-

tion for any microburst with nanosecond granularity. To do so, the

switch monitors the queue occupancy on a per-packet basis. The

sudden increase in queue occupancy is reported as a microburst.

3.3.4 Identifying if the Connection is Limited by the Network or by

the Sender/Receiver. In a network, connections can encounter vari-

ous levels of restrictions, stemming from di�erent elements of the

communication process: the sender, the receiver, or the network

infrastructure itself [14]. The proposed system is capable of deter-

mining whether these limitations arise from the network or from

the sender/receiver.

Speci�cally, the system can identify whether a connection’s per-

formance is restricted by the network or by the sender/receiver. If

the network is the source of the limitation and the underlying cause

isn’t related to queuing issues (e.g., small bu�er size, microbursts),

it might be necessary to conduct active measurements to precisely

pinpoint the root of the problem.

However, when a connection’s restriction originates from the

sender or receiver, engaging in active measurements is not advis-

able. This is due to two key reasons. Firstly, introducing active

measurements in such cases would introduce additional overhead

to the network, potentially exacerbating the issue. Secondly, these

measurements would likely fail to accurately identify the under-

lying problem when it’s sender/receiver-related. DTN nodes do

not interfere with perfSONAR tests, and consequently, perfSONAR

measurements cannot pinpoint the problems caused by the DTNs

themselves.

In essence, the system’s ability to di�erentiate between network-

related and sender/receiver-related limitations o�ers valuable in-

sights into the appropriate course of action. Active measurements

1.    psconfig config-P4 --metric throughput --samples_per_second 1

2.    psconfig config-P4 --metric RTT --samples_per_second 2

3.    psconfig config-P4 --metric queue_occupancy --alert --threshold 30 

--samples_per_second 10

Figure 6: Con�guration example.

can be selectively applied based on the nature of the limitation,

ensuring e�cient troubleshooting.

3.3.5 Seamless Integration with perfSONAR. To support seamless

integration with perfSONAR, the proposed system had to satisfy

two conditions: 1) the programmable switch should be con�gurable

through the con�guration layer of perfSONAR (i.e., through pSCon-

�g model), and 2) the switch should use perfSONAR archiver to store

the collected data. Regarding the �rst requirement, new function-

ality has been added to the pSCon�g model, which is responsible

for con�guring the switch’s control plane at run time. The added

functionality allows a perfSONAR node to control the number of

reports per second sent by the control plane to the archiver. Con-

sider Fig. 6. con�g-P4 is the added command to pSCon�g through

which the node con�gures the control plane. The --metric param-

eter speci�es to which metric the con�guration is to be applied.

The --samples_per_second speci�es the number of samples to be

reported by the control plane to the archiver. The �rst line sets the

rate of throughput reports to 1 per second, and the second line sets

the number of RTT reports to 2 per second. The con�guration will be

applied to all metrics if the administrator does not use the --metric

parameter. The con�g-P4 command also allows the administrator

to de�ne a threshold for each metric that will trigger an alert if its

value is exceeded. A triggered alert will notify the administrator

and increase the reporting rate. In the third line, the rate of queue

occupancy reports will be set to 10 reports per second if the queue

occupancy exceeds 30%.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

To support per-�ow monitoring, the data plane of the switch is

programmed to group packets into �ows using the hash of the 5-

tuple. After that, the data plane detects long �ows using count-min

sketches (CMS) [15]. After detecting a long �ow, the data plane

reports the ID of the �ow (i.e., the hash of the 5-tuple), its source

and destination IP, and its reversed ID. The reversed ID is calculated

by reversing the hashing order of the source and destination �elds

of the 5-tuple (the source and destination IP and the source and

destination ports). The reversed ID is used to identify the �ow to

which an acknowledgment packet (ACK) belongs, which is essential

for calculating RTT.
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4.1 Throughput Monitoring

For each �ow, the programmable switch calculates the number of

bytes, the queuing delay, the packet losses, and the RTT. The calcu-

lated measurements are stored inside stateful registers which are

indexed by the �ow ID. The most straightforward metric to calculate

in the data plane is the number of bytes. The programmable switch

utilizes the total length �eld of the IPv4 header to get the packet’s

length in bytes. After that, the switch updates the register cell that

maintains the number of bytes of the current �ow. The control plane

uses the APIs provided by the manufacturer of the switch to read

the register values. The throughput is then calculated in the control

plane by dividing the number of bits over the reporting duration.

4.2 Queue Occupancy Monitoing

Furthermore, although monitoring queue occupancy on a �ne-grain

resolution is not supported by perfSONAR due to software limita-

tions, it can be easily performed by a programmable switch. The

programmable switch calculates the time packets spent inside the

core switch to calculate its queue occupancy. The TAP duplicates

each packet twice. The �rst duplication occurs at the ingress port of

the core switch, and the second duplication occurs at the egress port

of the switch. The programmable switch calculates the time di�er-

ence between the arrival of the two copies to calculate the queuing

delay. The queuing delay of the �ow to which the packet belongs is

stored in a stateful register. The control plane samples the queuing

delay and calculates the queue occupancy. Queue occupancy equals

the queuing delay divided by the bu�er size of the core switch.

However, because the duration of microbursts can be in the order

of tens of microseconds, the sampling approach might not detect

them. For this, microburst detection should be fully implemented

in the data plane. The data plane measures the queue occupancy

on a per-packet basis. Any sudden increase can be instantaneously

detected by the data plane. The data plane can then report the event

to the control plane.

4.3 RTT and Packet loss Monitoing

The last two metrics calculated by the data plane are the RTT and

the packet losses. The proposed system adopts RTT and packet loss

calculation algorithm from [16]. RTT represents the time between a

packet being sent and its corresponding acknowledgment received.

As the sender transmits data packets to the receiver, the receiver

acknowledges the receipt of these packets by sending acknowledg-

ment packets back to the sender. The acknowledgment number in

these packets represents the next expected sequence number, in-

dicating that all bytes up to that number have been successfully

received. If the sender receives an acknowledgment packet with

an acknowledgment number that is less than the last transmitted

sequence number, it signi�es that the receiver has not yet con�rmed

the reception of the data. This inconsistency indicates a requirement

for retransmission, which, in turn, implies a packet loss scenario.

Any packet with a non-zero payload might be acknowledged

by a future ACK number. The sequence number of the packets is

used to calculate the expected future ACK number (eACK). When

an ACK packet is received, the ACK number is extracted and com-

pared against the previously stored eACKs. If a match occurs, the

Algorithm 1: RTT and packet loss calculation

Data plane():

ℎ3A ← ?:C .4GCA02C (ℎ4034AB ) ;

5 ;>F_�� ← ℎ0Bℎ (5_CD?;4 ) ;

?:C_C~?4 ← 64C_C~?4 (ℎ3A .C2?.5 ;06,ℎ3A .8?.C>C0;_;4=) ;

if ?:C_C~?4 == (4@ then

?A4E_B4@_=> ← ?A4E_B4@_A468BC4A [ 5 ;>F_�� ];

if ℎ3A .C2?.B4@_=> < ?A4E_B4@_=> then

?:C_;>BB_A468BC4A [ 5 ;>F_�� ] += 1;

else

?A4E_B4@_A468BC4A [ 5 ;>F_�� ] ← ℎ3A .C2?.B4@_=> ;

A4E_5 ;>F_�� ← ℎ0Bℎ (A4E_5_CD?;4 ) ;
4G?_02: ← ℎ3A .C2?.B4@_=> + (ℎ3A .8?.C>C0;_;4= - 4 *
ℎ3A .8?.8ℎ; - 4 * ℎ3A .C2?.30C0_> 5 5 B4C ) ;

?:C_B86← (A4E_5 ;>F_��, 4G?_02: ) ;

402:_A468BC4A [?:C_B86] ← C8<4.=>F ( ) ;

else if ?:C_C~?4 == �� then

?:C_B86← (5 ;>F_��,ℎ3A .C2?.02:_=> ) ;

0AA8E0;_C8<4 ← 402:_A468BC4A [?:C_B86];

if 0AA8E0;_C8<4 != 0 then

ACC ← C8<4.=>F ( ) − 0AA8E0;_C8<4 ;

ACC_A468BC4A [ 5 ;>F_�� ] ← ACC ;

switch decrements the current timestamp from the timestamp of

the matched eACK. This time di�erence is the RTT of the �ow.

The pseudocode of the RTT and packet loss calculation program is

summarized in Algorithm 1. The data plane �rst parses the packets’

headers and obtains the �ow_ID. It then identi�es the packet type

(i.e., whether it is a data packet or an ACK packet). The packet

type is obtained by inspecting its TCP �ag and total length. For

data packets (referred to by Seq in the pseudocode), the data plane

compares the current packet’s sequence number with the previous

packet’s sequence number (prev_seq_no). If the current sequence

number is smaller, the switch increments the count of packet losses

because retransmission has occurred. Otherwise, the switch updates

the value of the previous sequence number to the current sequence

number. After that, the data plane calculates the reversed �ow_ID

by hashing the 5-tuple in a reversed order. Then, the data plane

calculates the eACK number of the current packet. The �ow_ID and

the eACK are used to create the packet’s signature. The arrival time

of the packet is then stored in a register indexed by its signature

(eack_register in the pseudocode).

For ACK packets, the data plane creates a signature using the

�ow_ID and the ACK number. After that, the created signature

is used to index eack_register. The extracted value represents the

timestamp of the data packet that corresponds to the current ACK

packet. The RTT is then calculated by subtracting the retrieved

timestamp from the current timestamp. The �nal step is to store

the RTT in the rtt_register at the index �ow_ID. The control plane

obtains the per-�ow packet losses and per-�ow RTT by reading

the pkt_loss_regsiter and the rtt_register. The control plane can also

report the percentage of packet losses by dividing the number of

packet losses of a �ow by the number of packets sent by the same

�ow.
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Figure 7: Topology.

4.4 Detecting Flows not Constrained by the

Network

Besides calculating di�erent metrics, the data plane can identify

if a �ow is limited by the network or by the sender/receiver. To

determine whether a �ow’s limitations stem from network factors

or sender/receiver constraints, the programmable switch employs a

method that involvesmonitoring the �uctuation of the �ight size (the

count of transmitted bytes awaiting acknowledgment) in relation to

observed packet losses. If the �ight size remains stable despite the

absence of packet losses (implying a lack of increment), the limiting

factor is likely the sender or the receiver. Conversely, when the

�ight size expands in conjunction with detected packet losses, the

network is likely the in�uencing factor behind the limitations. This

approach is drawn from insights presented in the work by Ghasemi

et al. [14].

5 EXPERIMENTATION

It’s important to emphasize that this paper does not seek to replace

perfSONAR; instead, its objective is to complement and enhance its

capabilities. The system’s intention is to augment perfSONAR by

providing �ner detail to certain metrics (such as throughput, RTT,

and packet loss) and by introducing support for novel measurements

(including queue occupancy andmicrobursts). This sectionwill delve

into an evaluation of the integration of a P4 programmable switch

with perfSONAR. First, the section will highlight the improved gran-

ularity that supplements the existing perfSONAR metrics (through-

put, RTT, and packet loss). Following that, the section will show the

signi�cance of the newly added metrics in enhancing the function-

ality of perfSONAR.

5.1 Topology Setup

In reference to Fig. 7, the experimental topology encompasses an

internal network and three external networks. Each of these net-

works is equipped with a DTN for data exchange and a perfSONAR

node dedicated to monitoring network performance. The intercon-

nections between networks involve two legacy switches. Notably,

the link interconnecting these switches acts as a performance bot-

tleneck, operating at a throughput of 5 Gigabits per second (Gb/s),

while all other links provide a capacity of 10 Gb/s.

To perform passive measurements, a TAP captures packets ar-

riving at the ingress and egress ports of the legacy switch directly

linked to the internal network. These captured packets are then

directed to a P4 programmable switch. The programmable switch’s

control plane is connected to the local perfSONAR node, leveraging

its archiving capabilities to store collected measurements. The data

generation process is facilitated by the iPerf3 tool [17], which gener-

ates controlled tra�c patterns for testing and evaluation purposes.

Additionally, to visually present the collected data in real-time, the

Grafana visualization platform [18] is employed.

In all tests, there will be an exchange of tra�c from the internal

DTN to all external DTNs. Unless speci�ed otherwise, the interval

used by the programmable switch to report the measurements is

one second, and Grafana will group the reported measurements

by their destination IP address (i.e., destination DTN). The RTTs

between the local DTN and the three external DTNs are 50, 75, and

100 milliseconds (ms), respectively. All perfSONAR tests are initiated

from the internal DTN.

5.2 Per-�ow Monitoring

This section is dedicated to demonstrating the real-time reporting

capabilities of the proposed system, showcasing its ability to provide

instantaneous updates on key metrics such as throughput, queue

occupancy, RTT, and packet losses for individual �ows. To illus-

trate this functionality, an experiment was conducted, involving

the introduction of a third data transfer alongside two pre-existing

data transfers. The visual representation of this experiment can be

observed in Fig. 8.

Within the depicted �gure, the upper left graph presents per-�ow

throughput, while the bottom left graph presents per-�ow RTT. Mov-

ing to the upper right graph, queue occupancy is presented, while

the bottom right graph presents per-�ow packet losses. Through

these four graphs, a clear illustration of TCP behavior emerges when

a novel �ow is introduced into the network scenario. These visu-

alizations provide valuable insights into how the proposed system

responds to changing conditions, enabling swift analysis of network

dynamics as new �ows are incorporated.

Initially, TCP endeavors to distribute the available bandwidth

equitably among all active connections. This equitable distribution

becomes evident through the observations in the �rst graph, where

the throughput of the three �ows converges to an approximate parity

(around 1.7 Gbps for each �ow).

Additionally, when a fresh TCP connection is established, or fol-

lowing a period of inactivity, the sender’s objective is to ascertain

the network’s existing bandwidth allocation and congestion status.

To achieve this, the sender initiates a burst of packet transmission.

This burst aids the sender in promptly identifying the feasible data

transmission volume without inducing congestion. This behavior is

illustrated through the analysis of queue occupancy and the count of

packet losses. As a new �ow becomes part of the network, the queue

rapidly �lls up, manifesting as a sudden surge in the queue occu-

pancy graph. Notably, during the burst phase, the queue’s capacity

is often exceeded, leading to signi�cant packet losses, as depicted in

the packet loss percentage graph.
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Figure 8: Per-�ow measurements.

5.3 Additional Tra�c Statistics

In addition to the measurements collected by the data plane, the

control plane can provide invaluable insights into the network’s

tra�c dynamics. This is achieved by leveraging access to the mea-

surements of all active �ows. Consequently, the control plane gains

the capability to extract numerous metrics such as total link utiliza-

tion, the count of active �ows, aggregate packets sent, aggregate

bytes transmitted, and more.

Moreover, the control plane performs computations that sur-

pass the data plane’s computational and resource constraints. For

instance, the control plane can calculate the fairness among TCP

�ows. Notably, this involves determining the Jain’s fairness index, a

quanti�able fairness metric, by employing the following equation

[19]:

� =

(

∑#
8=1 G8

)2

# ·
∑#
8=1 G

2

8

(1)

The components of the equation are as follows:

• � is the Jain’s fairness index.

• # represents the number of �ows.

• G8 corresponds to the resource allocation (e.g., bandwidth)

for the 8th �ow.

By applying this index, the control plane e�ectively assesses

the equity among di�erent �ows, allowing for a comprehensive

evaluation of tra�c distribution within the network. This index

quanti�es the fairness of resource allocation among multiple �ows,

with a value closer to 1 indicating a more equitable distribution

of resources. There are situations when one host is bottlenecked

by a bandwidth smaller than the others, which reduces fairness.

Monitoring the fairness index enhances the overall monitoring and

management of network resources, resulting in more optimized and

balanced performance.

Illustrated in Fig. 9, the link utilization and fairness of tra�c

are depicted within the time interval showcased in Fig. 8. Despite

the link being fully utilized, the fairness index reveals a notable

departure from equitable resource distribution for approximately 20

seconds. This departure implies that although the link was saturated,

Figure 9: Additional tra�c statistics calculated by the control

plane.

the available bandwidth wasn’t uniformly shared among the �ows

during this duration. The fairness index is

To identify the underlying cause of this observed disparity, the

fairness graph in Fig. 9 should be cross-referenced with the through-

put graph in Fig. 8. This analysis shows that the period of unfairness

aligns with the time taken by the three TCP �ows to converge sub-

sequent to the introduction of the third �ow.

5.4 Use Cases

5.4.1 Detecting small-sized bu�ers. In this experiment, the average

RTT for the �ows is set to 100 ms. As per the established guideline,

the bu�er size should be one bandwidth-delay product (BDP) [5].

The BDP is calculated as the product of the bandwidth and the RTT,

resulting in 5�1/B × 100<B = 500Megabits, which translates to 62.5

Megabytes. Accordingly, the bu�er size was con�gured to be ��%/2

or precisely 31.25 Megabytes, representing a small-sized bu�er.

The proposed system detects microbursts and shows their impact

on queue occupancy, percentage of packet losses, and on throughput.

If the queue fails to absorb the microburst, leading to signi�cant

packet losses and degradation in the throughput, then the size of

the bu�er should be reevaluated. The experimental results are il-

lustrated in Fig. 10. Across the three �ows, the percentage of lost

packets notably escalated, surpassing 0.5% for the �rst two �ows and

exceeding 1% for the third. It took approximately 40 seconds for the

throughput of these �ows to recover. The programmable switch’s

data demonstrates that the bu�er was unable to e�ciently absorb

the microburst, signaling a requirement for bu�er size adjustment.

By tracking the count and magnitude of microbursts, administrators

can ascertain an appropriate bu�er size that e�ectively mitigates

microburst impact without incurring undue queuing delays.

5.4.2 Determining if a connection is limited by sender/receiver or

by the network. In this experiment, three tests are performed. In

the test involving DTN1, the network is set to be the bottleneck

by introducing 0.01% packet losses. In the test involving DTN2, the

receiver is set to be the bottleneck by reducing its TCP bu�er size.

In the test involving DTN3, the sender is set to be the bottleneck by

setting it’s sending rate to 500 Mb/s which is less than the bottleneck

link (5 Gb/s).

The results of the experiment are depicted in Fig. 11. The mea-

surements are grouped into �ows using the hash of the 5-tuple. The

throughput of Flow1, or the �ow from the internal DTN to DTN1, is

�uctuating because of the induced packet losses. The programmable

switch reported that the �ow is limited by the network. For Flow2

and Flow3, the throughput is steady at around 250 Mb/s and 500
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Figure 10: Microburst detection.

Mb/s, respectively. The programmable switch reported that both

�ows are limited by either the sender or the receiver but not by the

network.

6 RELATED WORK

NetSage [20] is a data analysis and visualization platform that com-

bines data from various sources into a single uni�ed view. It is open

to the public and accessible via https://portal.netsage.global/grafana,

and its software is open source. NetSage uses active and passive mea-

surements to provide performance visualizations. It can collect data

from routers, switches, active testing sites, and science data archives.

NetSage analysis longitudinal data to understand longer-term trends

and behaviors.

OSG Network Monitoring Platform [21] is a comprehensive net-

work monitoring platform that supports data collection, processing,

storage, and visualization. This platform collects measurements from

the tests performed by perfSONAR. This platform stores data in a

short-term store location (last six months), in a long-term store loca-

tion, and in a backup location. Further, the platform has a centralized

con�guration system that con�gures the tools to be used in the tests,

the participating nodes in the tests, and the test schedule for the

entire infrastructure.

Bezerra et al. [22] integrates In-band Network Telemetry (INT)

[23] with AmLight to provide sub-second network monitoring and

performance evaluation metrics. Programmable switches were uti-

lized to collect measurements at the data plane level. The collected

measurement is then directed to AmLight Collector, which is respon-

sible for receiving, parsing, processing, and generating operational

reports. Through INT, AmLight was capable of providing instan-

taneous bandwidth utilization, monitoring packet drop probability

and jitter, and tracing packets.

Figure 11: Reporting the �ows limited by network and those

limited by the sender/receiver.

The proposed system in this paper utilizes programmable switches

to enhance the monitoring and troubleshooting functionalities of

perfSONAR. The traces produced by perfSONAR are used to un-

derstand longitudinal tra�c behavior (NetSage and OSG Network

Monitoring Platform), detect anomalies in the tra�c [24], and train

network-wide anomaly detection systems [25]. By providing higher

visibility and more detailed reports, the proposed system can en-

hance the performance of all the platforms that utilize perfSONAR

traces. Furthermore, the proposed system allows perfSONAR to

detect degradation problems not caused by the network (e.g., the

connection is limited by the network).

7 CONCLUSION

In summary, the integration of P4with perfSONAR yields substantial

bene�ts by passively monitoring real tra�c in real-time and on a

per-�ow basis. The real-time passive analysis executed through

a P4 programmable switch signi�cantly augments perfSONAR’s

troubleshooting capabilities. This integration equips perfSONAR

with the ability to discern �ows constrained by sender/receiver

limitations, facilitating informed decisions on the need for active

measurements. This synergy not only elevates monitoring precision

but also streamlines the diagnostic process for optimized network

performance.
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